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Introduction 
 

 

The following short book discusses some of the Characteristics of a 

Muslim. This discussion is based on Chapter 41 Fussilat, Verse 33 of 

the Holy Quran:  

 

 

“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 

righteousness and says, "Indeed, I am of the Muslims."” 

 

 

Implementing the lessons discussed will aid a Muslim to Achieve Noble 

Character. According to the Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

2003, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

has advised that the heaviest thing in the Scales of Judgment Day will 

be Noble Character. It is one of qualities of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, which Allah, the Exalted, 

complimented in Chapter 68 Al Qalam, Verse 4 of the Holy Quran: 

 

 

“And indeed, you are of a great moral character.” 

 

 

Therefore, it is a duty on all Muslims to gain and act on the teachings of 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, in order to Achieve Noble Character. 

 



Characteristics of a Muslim 
 

Chapter 41 – Fussilat, Verse 33 

 

 

 

“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 

righteousness and says, "Indeed, I am of the Muslims."” 



“And who is better in speech…” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2501, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, declared that whoever is 

silent is saved.  

 

 

This means the one who is silent from vain or evil speech and only speaks 

good words will be saved by Allah, the Exalted, in both worlds. This is 

important to understand as the main reason people will enter Hell is 

because of their speech. This has been warned in a Hadith found in Jami 

At Tirmidhi, number 2616. In fact, it only takes a single evil word to cause a 

person to plunge into Hell on Judgement Day which has been confirmed in 

a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2314. 

 

 

Speech can be of three types. The first is evil speech which should be 

avoided at all costs. The second is vain speech which only causes one to 

waste time which will lead to a great regret on Judgment Day. In addition, 

the first step of sinful speech is often vain speech. So it is safer to avoid 

this type of speech. The final type is good speech which should always be 

adopted. Based on these aspects two thirds of speech should be removed 

from one's life. 

 

  

In addition, the one who speaks too much will only reflect on their actions 

and the hereafter a little as this requires silence. This will prevent one from 



assessing their deeds which inspires one to perform more righteous deeds 

and sincerely repent from their sins. This person will then be prevented 

from changing for the better.  

 

 

Finally, those who speak too much often discuss worldly things and things 

which are entertaining and fun. This will cause them to adopt a mentality 

whereby they dislike discussing or listening to serious issues like death and 

the hereafter. This will prevent them from preparing adequately for the 

hereafter which will lead to a great regret and a potential punishment.  

 

 

All of this can be avoided if one simply remains silent from sinful and vain 

speech and instead only speaks good words. Therefore, the one who is 

silent in this way will be saved from trouble in this world and from 

punishment in the next world.  

 



“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 

righteousness…” 

 

 

Those who spread the word of Islam must strive to first act on their 

knowledge. In the early days of Islam to attend a gathering of Islamic 

knowledge one had to journey for days but now countless lectures can be 

found online. Yet, ignorance of the correct path has only increased since 

the passing of the righteous predecessors. This is because some have 

acquired knowledge by memorizing verses of the Holy Quran and Hadiths 

of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, but 

have not used them to purify their character. Meaning, they did not act on 

their knowledge. Those who act like this will lose the power to affect the 

hearts of others through their advice. Some lecturers are like news bulletins 

that only provide information without stimulating others to act thereby failing 

in their duty to guide others through their God given knowledge. Non-

muslims are mainly accepting Islam through their own research of Islam 

instead of observing a practical example of a successful muslim. One who 

desires to spread Islam must make it their priority to purify their character 

through knowledge. Chapter 61 As Saf, verse 3: 

 

 

“Greatly hateful in the sight of Allah is that you say what you do not do.” 

 

 

When one acts in this way then a little correct knowledge will have a 

massive impact on themself and others. Whereas, those who reject this 

correct attitude may possess more knowledge but it will have no positive 

affect on anybody. This type of person has been described in the Holy 

Quran. Chapter 62 Al Jumu’ah, verse 5: 



 

 

“…and then did not take it on (did not act on their knowledge)  is like that of 

a donkey who carries volumes [of books]…” 

 



“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 

righteousness…” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 2686, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that failing to fulfill 

the important duty of commanding good and forbidding evil can be 

understood with the example of a boat with two levels full of people. The 

people on the lower level keep disturbing the people on the upper level 

whenever they desire to access water. So they decide to drill a hole in the 

lower level so that they can access water directly. If the people on the 

upper level fail to stop them they will all surely drown. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to never give up commanding good and 

forbidding evil according to their knowledge in a gentle way. A muslim 

should never believe that as long as they obey Allah, the Exalted, other 

misguided people will not be able to affect them in a negative way. A good 

apple will eventually get affected when placed with rotten apples. Similarly, 

the muslim who fails to command others to do good will eventually be 

effected by their negative behavior whether it is subtle or apparent. Even if 

the wider society has become heedless one should never give up advising 

their dependents such as their family as not only will their negative 

behavior affect them more but this is a duty on all muslims according to a 

Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 2928. Even if a muslim is 

ignored by others they should discharge their duty by persistently advising 

them in a gentle way which is supported by strong evidence and 

knowledge. Only in this way will they be protected from their negative 

effects and pardoned on the Day of Judgment. But if they only care about 

themself and ignore the actions of others it is feared that the negative 

effects of others may well lead to their eventual misguidance.  



“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 

righteousness…” 

 

 

Those who desire to spread the word of Islam should never gain 

knowledge in order to defeat others in debates nor to make others feel 

unintelligent nor should one seek fame when fulfilling this duty. Otherwise, 

the knowledge that was meant to bring one closer to Allah, the Exalted, 

only causes them to act like a hypocrite who pretends to benefit others 

while only desiring fame. Those who act in this way without sincerely 

repenting have been warned of Hell. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Sunan Ibn Majah, number 253. 

 

  

Alcohol has been declared the mother of evil in a Hadith found in Sunan An 

Nasai, number 5669, as it opens the door to countless other sins. Similarly, 

the love for fame through spreading the word of Islam is the mother of evil 

for scholars. This attitude always leads to other sins such as, lying, 

backbiting, envy and hypocrisy. Because of their incorrect intention these 

people will never accept the truth from another as they fear the latter will 

gain more fame than them. This leads them to arguing against the truth by 

twisting the verses of the Holy Quran and the Hadiths of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, out of context. When one 

fails to adhere to the etiquettes of spreading the word of Islam Allah, the 

Exalted, removes the light of faith from their heart. Instead of their 

knowledge leading them towards light and the pleasure of Allah, the 

Exalted, it only leads them to darkness. The worse thing is that when the 

outside world observes these people they may well believe that this was 

the attitude of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, the Companions, may Allah be pleased with them all, and the 

righteous predecessors. Spreading this false belief to others will only lead 



to more difficulty for the person. This is one of the reasons why the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once warned in a 

Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 256, that the worse parts of Hell 

will be reserved for those who used their knowledge of the Holy Quran for 

the sake of fame. 

 

 

Unfortunately, some people seek compensation for their deeds from others 

whereas the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, and the righteous never 

demanded compensation from people. They only desired to please Allah, 

the Exalted, and hoped in reward from Him alone. Chapter 26 Ash Shu’ara, 

verse 164: 

 

 

“And I do not ask you for it any payment. My payment is only from the Lord 

of the worlds.” 

 

 

One must always aim to please Allah, the Exalted. This intention alone will 

determine whether they receive reward or not from Allah, the Exalted. This 

has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1. 

 

 

In fact, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

once described the judgment of a person who dedicated his life to gaining 

and spreading knowledge in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 4923. 

As he desired compensation from people in the form of fame Allah, the 



Exalted, will declare that there is no reward for him in the hereafter 

because of his bad intention.  The man will then be hurled into Hell. 

 

 

Unfortunately, some not only intend for material benefit but 

also purposely offer advice which pleases people and withhold 

the advice which would displease them even though it is the 

truth. This is not considered spreading the word of Islam and 

will only lead to the wrath of Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 

 



“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 

righteousness…” 

 

 

The beauty of Islam is found in gentleness. This has been advised by the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, in many 

Hadiths such as the one found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 3689. The Holy 

Quran even mentions that the Companions, may Allah be pleased with 

them all, constantly lovingly accompanied the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, because of his gentleness and soft 

nature. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, verse 159: 

 

 

“So by mercy from Allah, [O Muhammad], you were lenient with them. And 

if you had been rude [in speech] and harsh in heart, they would have 

disbanded from about you…” 

 

 

The Arabs were infamous for being harsh hearted but due to the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad’s, peace and  blessings be upon him, soft 

temperament their tough hearts melted and thus they adopted this quality 

and became beacons to guide the rest of mankind. This is why the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace  and blessings be upon him, warned in a 

Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4809, that the one who is 

deprived of gentleness is deprived of good. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, verse 

103: 

 

 



“…And remember the favor of Allah upon you - when you were enemies 

and He brought your hearts together and you became, by His favor, 

brothers…” 

 

 

This is a clear message to those who desire to spread the word of Islam. 

They must possess a gentle constructive mind set rather than a harsh 

destructive one. They should unite people and strive to benefit others 

rather than spreading controversy within society. A good example of this is 

seen in one’s attitude towards their children. The parents that showed a 

gentle nature towards their children had a greater positive impact on them 

than the parents who adopted a harsh temperament. Often some push 

people further away from Islam with their harsh attitude and this completely 

challenges the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. For example, once an uneducated Bedouin 

urinated in the Mosque of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. When the Companions, may Allah be pleased with 

them all, desired to punish him the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, forbade them and gently explained to the Bedouin 

the etiquettes of being in a Mosque. This incident is mentioned in a Hadith 

found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 529. This soft approach affected the 

man in a positive way. 

 

  

This important characteristic is also mentioned in many places of the Holy 

Quran. For example, even though Pharaoh claimed to be the highest Lord 

yet Allah, the Exalted, commanded the Holy Prophet Mosa and the Holy 

Prophet Haroon, peace be upon them both, to invite Pharaoh towards 

guidance using gentle and kind speech. Chapter 79 An Naziat, verse 24: 

 



 

“And said, "I am your most exalted lord."” 

 

 

and Chapter 20 Taha, verses 43-44: 

 

 

“Go, both of you, to Pharaoh. Indeed, he has transgressed. And speak to 

him with gentle speech that perhaps he may be reminded or fear [Allah]." 

 

 

Children and even animals understand the language of gentleness. So how 

can an adult not be guided correctly if one adopts this characteristic when 

inviting them towards Islam and good? This is why the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once advised in a Hadith 

found in Sahih Muslim, number 6601, that Allah, the Exalted, is kind and 

gentle according to His infinite dignity and likes the creation to act softly 

with each other. Unfortunately, many who spread the word of Islam have 

adopted the incorrect belief that being gentle is a sign of weakness. This is 

nothing but a ploy of the Devil as he desires to lead mankind away from 

Islam.  

 



“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 

righteousness…” 

 

 

The one who desires to spread the word of Islam should strive to frequently 

remind others of good. People can become heedless quickly therefore, 

reminding them consistently is important. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 51: 

 

 

“And We have [repeatedly] conveyed to them the word [i.e., the Qur’ān] 

that they might be reminded.” 

 

 

Just like students who revise their notes repeatedly in order to reinforce its 

knowledge into their minds one will benefit from being frequently reminded 

of the true word of Islam. One should not just offer good advice once and 

then give up. Repeating good words is like continuous drops of water which 

with time penetrates the toughest of structures. This is the tradition of Allah, 

the Exalted, and all the Holy Prophets, peace be upon them all. For 

example, Allah, the Exalted, only needed to command muslims to establish 

the obligatory prayers once yet He has done it many times throughout the 

Holy Quran.  

 

 

The Holy Prophet Nuh, peace be upon him, spent approximately 950 years 

continuously spreading the word of faith to his people. Chapter 29 Al 

Ankabut, verse 14: 

 



 

“And We certainly sent Noah to his people, and he remained among them a 

thousand years minus fifty years…” 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, used 

every moment to spread the word of Islam and even in his last moments 

advised the Companions, may Allah be pleased with them all, to adhere to 

Islamic teachings. This has been recorded in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn 

Majah, number 2697. Therefore, one should adopt this attitude and not fall 

prey to the whisperings of the Devil by giving up offering advice after a few 

occasions. The duty of a muslim who invites others to Islam is to do it 

consistently but whether this effects the hearts of the people is out of their 

control.  

 

 

But it is important to stress there is a difference between being regular and 

hounding others. A muslim should not constantly command others to good 

as this can become overbearing and burdensome for others. In fact, the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, refrained 

from giving too many lectures as he did not want the Companions, may 

Allah be pleased with them all, becoming bored and overburdened. This is 

why the Companion, Abdullah Bin Masood, may Allah be pleased with him, 

only gave lectures on Thursdays even though he was requested to give 

more. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7127. 

 

 



“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 

righteousness…” 

 

 

Whenever one invites others towards Islam, commands good and forbids 

evil they will be challenging the heedless lifestyle of many others which will 

inspire them to resist the truth anyway they can. The major reason all the 

past nations rejected their Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, was due to 

this very reason. They could not abandon their lifestyles and characteristics 

and in defense of them were prepared to wage war against Allah, the 

Exalted, and their Holy Prophet, peace be upon him. When one takes up 

this important duty they must be prepared to face many hardships caused 

by others including their own relatives. The Holy Prophets, peace be upon 

them, are the most beloved to Allah, the Exalted, yet they encountered 

countless difficulties from their nations. One only needs to study the Holy 

Quran and the Hadiths of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, to observe this fact. For example, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once declared in a Hadith 

found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2472, that no one in creation had been 

persecuted in the path of Allah, the Exalted, more than him.  

 

 

In cases like this one’s response to the bad attitude of others should be 

educated, respectful and gentle. An example of this is found in chapter 19 

Maryam, verses 46-47: 

 

 

“[His father] said, "Have you no desire for my gods, O Abraham? If you do 

not desist, I will surely stone you, so avoid me a prolonged time." 



[Abraham] said, "Peace [i.e., safety] will be upon you. I will ask forgiveness 

for you of my Lord. Indeed, He is ever gracious to me.” 

 

 

Here the kind and respectful response of the Holy Prophet Ibrahim, peace 

be upon him, to the harsh attitude of his elder is discussed.  

 

 

In most cases, a person must possess a character flaw if they claim to get 

along with everyone. Due to the differences within the members of society 

a person will never get along with everyone. They will always be one or 

more that disagree with their mentality, life style and advice. This diversity 

will lead to tension and occasionally problems. But if a person is liked by 

everyone then in most cases it shows they have adopted the mentality of 

the hypocrites by being two-faced. If the Holy Prophets, peace be upon 

them, were not loved by all how can a normal person achieve this status? 

This is the reason one should not believe in propaganda as the group that 

were mistreated the most in this way were the Holy Prophets, peace  be 

upon them. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, 

number 4023. 

 

 

For example, the Holy Prophet Mosa, peace be upon him, was once falsely 

accused of illegal relations by a shameless woman. She was enticed into 

slandering him by the enemy of Allah, the Exalted, Quraoon. When she 

accused the Holy Prophet Mosa, peace be upon him, publically during a 

religious gathering he interrogated her. When she observed his reaction 

she immediately retracted her accusation and admitted the truth. As a 

result Allah, the Exalted, destroyed Quraoon by commanding the Earth to 

swallow him and his great treasury. This incident has been recorded in 



Imam Dhahabi’s, The Major Sins, Pages 166-167. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, 

verse 81: 

 

 

“And We caused the earth to swallow him and his home…” 

 

 

The Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, were slandered on many 

occasions but they remained steadfast on their mission until they were 

granted victory by Allah, the Exalted. When Allah, the Exalted, decides to 

complete a task like aiding the one who spreads the true word of faith the 

entire creation combined cannot stop Him.  

 

 

Muslims must accept that they too will face hardships when spreading the 

word of Islam. Therefore, they must follow in the footsteps of the Holy 

Prophets, peace be upon them, by remaining steadfast in the face of 

difficulties. This was the attitude of the Companions, may Allah be pleased 

with them, and the righteous predecessors. If one desires to join them in 

the next world they must adopt this attitude also.  



“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 

righteousness…” 

 

 

This includes fulfilling one’s role as the ambassador of Islam. It is extremely 

important for muslims to fulfil this duty according to their potential. The best 

way to achieve this is by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, 

refraining from His prohibitions and being patient with His choices. Islam 

spread across the entire globe because the righteous predecessors took 

this duty very seriously. When they gained and acted on beneficial 

knowledge the outside world recognised the truthfulness of Islam through 

their behaviour. This caused countless people to enter the fold of Islam. 

Unfortunately, many muslims today believe that showing others about 

Islam is merely in one's appearance, such as growing a beard or wearing a 

scarf. This is only an aspect of representing Islam. The greatest part is by 

adopting the characteristics of Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, discussed in the Holy Quran and his traditions. 

Only with this attitude will the outside world observe the true nature of 

Islam. A muslim should always remember that adopting an Islamic 

appearance while possessing characteristics which oppose the teachings 

of Islam only causes the outside world to disrespect Islam. They will be 

held accountable for this disrespect as they are the cause of it. A muslim 

should therefore behave as a true ambassador of Islam by adopting the 

inward teachings of Islam as well as the outer appearance of Islam.  

 

 

In addition, this important position should remind muslims that they will be 

held accountable and questioned whether they fulfilled this role or not on 

Judgment Day. The same way a king would become angry at their diplomat 

and representative if they failed to fulfil their duty so will Allah, the Exalted, 



become angry with the muslim who fails to fulfill their duty as an 

ambassador of Islam.  

 

 



“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 

righteousness…” 

 

 

Righteousness cannot be achieved without gaining and acting on Islamic 

knowledge so that one can fulfill the commands of Allah, the Exalted, 

refrain from His prohibitions and face destiny with patience according to the 

traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him. Chapter 35 Fatir, verse 28: 

 

 

“…Only those fear Allah, from among His servants, who have 

knowledge…” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2451, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon, advised that a muslim cannot 

become righteous until they avoid something which is not harmful to their 

religion out of caution that it will lead to something which is harmful. 

Therefore, an aspect of righteousness is to avoid things which are doubtful 

not just unlawful. This is because doubtful things takes a muslim one step 

closer to the unlawful and the closer one is to the unlawful the easier it is to 

fall into it. It is why a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1205, 

advises that the one who avoids unlawful and doubtful things will protect 

their religion and honor. If one observes those who have become 

misguided in society, in most cases, this occurred gradually not in one 

sudden step. Meaning, the person first indulged in doubtful things before 

falling into the unlawful. This is the reason why Islam stresses the need to 

avoid unnecessary and vain things in one's life as they can lead them to 

the unlawful. For example, vain and useless speech which is not classified 



sinful by Islam often leads to evil speech, such as backbiting, lying and 

slander. If a person avoids the first step by not indulging in vain speech 

they will undoubtedly avoid evil speech. This process can be applied to all 

things which are vain, unnecessary and especially, doubtful.  

 



“And who is better in speech than one who…does 

righteousness…and says, "Indeed, I am of the Muslims."” 

 

 

Being a true muslim involves sincerity. In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim 

number 196, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, advised that Islam is sincerity towards: Allah, the Exalted, His book, 

meaning, the Holy Quran and to the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. 

 

 

Sincerity towards Allah, the Exalted, includes fulfilling all the duties given by 

Him in the form of commands and prohibitions, solely for His pleasure. As 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1, all will be judged 

by their intention. So if one is not sincere towards Allah, the Exalted, when 

performing good deeds they will gain no reward in this world or in the next. 

In fact, according to a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 3154, 

those who performed insincere deeds will be told on Judgement Day to 

seek their reward from those who they acted for, which will not be possible. 

Chapter 98 Al Bayyinah, verse 5. 

 

 

"And they were not commanded except to worship Allah, [being] sincere to 

Him in religion....." 

 

 

If one is lax in fulfilling their duties towards Allah, the Exalted, it proves a 

lack of sincerity. Therefore, they should sincerely repent and struggle to 



fulfil them all. It is important to bear in mind Allah, the Exalted, never 

burdens one with duties they cannot perform or handle. Chapter 2 Al 

Baqarah, verse 286. 

 

 

"Allah does not charge a soul except [with that within] its capacity...." 

 

 

Being sincere towards Allah, the Exalted, means that one should always 

choose His pleasure over the pleasure of themself and others. A Muslim 

should always give priority to those actions which are for the sake of Allah, 

the Exalted, over all else. One should love others and dislike their sins for 

the sake of Allah, the Exalted, and not for the sake of their own desires. 

When they help others or refuse to take part in sins it should be for the 

sake of Allah, the Exalted. The one who adopts this mentality has perfected 

their faith. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, 

number 4681. 

 

 

Sincerity towards the Holy Quran includes having deep respect and love for 

the words of Allah, the Exalted. This sincerity is proven when one fulfils the 

three aspects of the Holy Quran. The first is to recite it correctly and 

regularly. The second is to understand its teachings through a reliable 

source and teacher. The final aspect is to act on the teachings of the Holy 

Quran with the aim of pleasing Allah, the Exalted. The sincere muslim gives 

priority to acting on its teachings over acting on their desires which 

contradict the Holy Quran. Modelling one’s character on the Holy Quran is 

the sign of true sincerity towards the book of Allah, the Exalted. This is the 

tradition of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 



him, which is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 

1342.  

 

 

The next thing mentioned in the main Hadith under discussion is sincerity 

towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

This includes striving to acquire knowledge in order to act on his traditions. 

These traditions include the ones related to Allah, the Exalted, in the form 

of worship, and his blessed noble character towards the creation. Chapter 

68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This has 

been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 7: 

 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 

 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of anyone 

else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 



 

 

"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins..."  

 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and teach 

his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. Sincerity 

also includes loving those who love him and disliking those who criticise 

him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. This is all 

summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 16. It 

advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, the 

Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown through 

actions not just words.   

 



“And who is better in speech than one who…does 

righteousness…and says, "Indeed, I am of the Muslims."” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, number 4998, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised the signs of a true 

muslim and a true believer. A true muslim is the one who keeps their verbal 

and physical harm away from others. This in fact, includes all people 

irrespective of their faith. It includes all types of verbal and physical sins 

which can cause harm or distress to another. This can include failing to 

give the best advice to others as this contradicts sincerity towards others 

which has been commanded in a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, number 

4204. It includes advising others to disobey Allah, the Exalted, thereby, 

inviting them towards sins. A muslim should avoid this behavior as they will 

be taken account for every person who acts on their bad advice. This has 

been warned in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 2351.  

 

 

Physical harm includes causing problems for other people's livelihood, 

committing fraud, conning others and physical abuse. All of these 

characteristics contradict Islamic teachings and must be avoided. 

 

 

A true believer, according to the main Hadith under discussion, is the one 

who keeps their harm away from the lives and property of others. Again, 

this applies to all people irrespective of their faith. This includes stealing, 

misusing or damaging the property and belongings of others. Whenever 

one is entrusted with someone else's property they must ensure they only 

use it with the owner’s permission and in a way which is pleasing and 

agreeable to the owner. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 



blessings be upon him, has warned in a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, 

number 5421, that whoever illegally takes someone else's property, 

through a false oath, even if it is as small as a twig of a tree will go to Hell. 

 

  

To conclude a muslim must support their verbal declaration of belief with 

actions as they are the physical proof of one’s belief which will be needed 

in order to obtain success on the Day of Judgment. In addition, a muslim 

should fulfill the characteristics of true belief in respect to Allah, the Exalted, 

and people. An excellent way of achieving this in respect to people is to 

simply treat others how they wish to be treated by people, which is with 

respect and peace.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allāh and 

does righteousness and says, "Indeed, I am of the Muslims."” 

 

 

The last part of this verse indicates the importance of remaining humble 

at all times. Irrespective of what one achieves they must always 

remember that they are simply a muslim amongst muslims, a servant of 

Allah, the Exalted, amongst countless servants. 

 

 

The servants of Allah, the Exalted, have understood that anything good 

they possess is solely because Allah, the Exalted, granted it to them. 

And any evil they are saved from is because Allah, the Exalted, 

protected them. Is it not foolish to be proud of something that does not 

belong to someone? Just like a person does not boast about a sports 

car which does not belong to them muslims must realize nothing in 

reality belongs to them. This attitude ensures one remains humble at all 

times. The humble servants of Allah, the Exalted, fully believe in the 

Hadith of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, found in Sahih Bukhari, number 5673, which declares that the 

righteous deeds of a person will not take them to Paradise. Only the 

mercy of Allah, the Exalted, can cause this to occur. This is because 

every righteous deed is only possible when Allah, the Exalted, provides 

one with the knowledge, strength, opportunity and inspiration to perform 

it. Even the acceptance of the deed is dependent on the mercy of Allah, 

the Exalted. When one bares this in mind it saves them from pride and 

inspires them to adopt humility. One should always remember that being 

humble is not a sign of weakness as Islam has encouraged one to 

defend themself if necessary. In other words, Islam teaches muslims to 

be humble without weakness. In fact, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, has confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2029, that whoever humbles themself before 

Allah, the Exalted, will be raised by Him. So in reality, humility leads to 

honor in both worlds. One only needs to reflect on the most humble of 



the creation to understand this fact namely, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Allah, the Exalted, has 

clearly ordered people by ordering the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, to adopt this important quality. Chapter 26 

Ash Shu’ara, verse 215: 

 

 

“And lower your wing [i.e., show kindness] to those who follow you of the 

believers.”  

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, led a 

humble life. For example, he happily carried out the domestic duties at 

home thereby proving these chores are gender-neutral. This is 

confirmed in Imam Bukhari’s, Adab Al Mufrad, number 538. 

 

  

Chapter 25 Al Furqan, verse 63, shows that humility is an inner 

characteristic that manifests outwards such as the way one walks. This 

is discussed in another verse chapter 31 Luqman, verse 18: 

 

 

“And do not turn your cheek [in contempt] toward people and do not walk 

through the earth exultantly…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, has made it clear that Paradise is for the humble 

servants who possess no trace of pride. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 83: 

 



 

“That home of the Hereafter We assign to those who do not desire 

exaltedness upon the earth or corruption. And the [best] outcome is for 

the righteous.” 

 

 

In fact, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

has confirmed in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1998, that 

whoever possesses an atom’s worth of pride will not enter Paradise. 

Only Allah, the Exalted, has the right to be proud as He is the Creator, 

Sustainer and Owner of the entire universe. 

 

 

It is important to note, pride is when one believes they are superior to 

others and rejects the truth when it is presented to them as they dislike 

accepting the truth when it comes from other than them. This is 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4092. 
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